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Deep learning kernels

• Deep learning applications are built 
by connecting tens or hundreds of 
layers of kernels 
• Kernels are connected to form a 

“kernel graph”
• Many different styles

Tensors

Kernel



Kernels and Cerebras CS-1

• Maximizing performance of deep learning applications on CS-1 
involves minimization the maximum delay (δT) of any compute kernel
• Kernels are compiled and assigned to rectangular grid of compute 

cores
• Unrolling parallelism of compute kernels:
• Less time for kernel execution
• More cores required to perform their operations



Kernels

• Compute cores have fixed amount of local memory
• Kernels that require more memory are pruned
• Constrains the important measures of kernel performance to height, width, 

and time delay
• We use tuples [h, w, t] (a “performance cube”) to denote performance of a 

variant

• An implementation of the kernel is a “variant”
• Large number of possible variants exists
• very complex solution space for search problem



Kernel Mapping Contest

• For the ISPD contest, the goal 
was to size each kernel to 
maximize performance, and 
then place them to minimize 
wire length
• Very large potential size

differential between kernels

Figure from Cerebras



Rent’s Rule

• A mathematical measure of a system’s complexity
• Observed by correlating number of connections and a module’s internal 

components.
• P = KBr

• P: # External pins of a system
• K: Average # of pins per block
• r: Rent’s parameter, complexity coefficient of system

• r==1 à poor (random) organization of system
• Lower r à better decomposition of the system into modules

• r for deep learning architectures is 0
• Single tensor flows in and out of any computer kernel



Kernel Mapping

• ISPD contest tracked metrics:
• δT: Max. delay of any kernel.
• L1 distance between kernel centers à less important, but worthwhile
• Possible adapters due to difference in loop unrolling à We omit

• The low Rent parameter invites a topological approach for mapping
• Winners of ISPD contest (CU.POKer) reached the same conclusion as our 

group
• CU.POKer team ordered kernels according to a topological traversal.

• Selected a target δT

• Used binary search to consider different delays until a feasible implementation is found.



Kernel Mapping (2)

• For each δT, the chip area is divided into one or more horizontal rows.
• If a given benchmark can be implemented using a single row, then 

CU.POKer can find a solution very efficiently.
• Most contest benchmarks fall into this category.

• If, however, the implementation requires more than one row the 
solution space explodes.
• One row: Combinations of cores h1 tall are considered.
• Two rows: Combinations of cores h1 tall , and (633 – h1) tall.
• Three rows: Combinations of cores of h1, h2, and (633 – h1 + h2) height are 

considered, etc.
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benchmarks consisted of a grid of square cells, with a mesh-like set
of connecting nets. While cardinality of nets varied to match the
pro�le of typical circuit designs, the underlying grid arrangement
could be inferred.

Ono[16] utilized the structure of the PEKO benchmarks in a
novel way. Net cardinality was used as a proxy for net length, and
then Dijkstra’s algorithm was applied to �nd sets of cells that were
distant from one another. These distant cells were then used as
“corners” of a placement, with other cell locations being found by
interpolation based on graph distances to the corners. In fractions
of a second, Ono’s Beacon placement approach found global place-
ments for the PEKO benchmarks that were far superior to solutions
found by traditional placement tools.

For the ISPD contest, a number of groups utilized a topological
method that echoes Ono’s work. Given the near-linear arrangement
of kernels in a graph, a high quality ordering can be found with
a simple traversal from the neural network inputs. This order can
then be realized in a single cross-die packing, or a serpentine pattern
of rows switching back and forth.

4 MAPPING DEEP LEARNING KERNELS TO
RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURES

For the ISPD mapping contest, a few �gures of merit were tracked.
First, the maximum delay of any kernel, �T , is of concern. The
slowest kernel of the graph places an upper bound on throughput,
as tensors are processed in a pipeline fashion. Second, the total L1
distance of kernel connections, measured from the centers of each
kernel, was a consideration – while relatively less important, mini-
mizing this is worthwhile. Third, di�erences in how the parallelism
is unrolled in connected blocks can require the introduction of an
adapter. In this paper, we omit consideration of the adapters.

The authors of CU.POKer[9], the winner of the ISPD contest,
explored conventional circuit layout techniques, but found them to
be uncompetitive with a novel topological approach. Our research
group came to the same conclusion – the low Rent parameter of
deep learning graphs invites a topological approach, rather than
methods based on annealing or bisection.

We summarize the approach of CU.POKer as follows. First, com-
pute kernels are ordered using a topological traversal, and then a
target kernel delay �T is selected – and with binary search, di�erent
delays are considered, to �nd a feasible implementation. For each
potential �T , the chip area is divided into one or more horizontal
rows, with kernel parallelism unrolled to maximize utilization of
the available row height, while meeting the delay target.

If a benchmark can be implemented in a single row, the CU.POKer
approach �nishes relatively quickly – and for most contest bench-
marks, this is the case. If more rows are required, however, run
times can increase dramatically, as the number of combinations
explodes. If there are two rows, one must consider combinations
where the �rst row is h1 cores tall, and the second is 633 �h1 cores
tall; a substantial increase in the solution space. For three rows,
combinations of heightsh1,h2, and 633� (h1+h2) must be explored.

The lack of internal wiring consideration in performance model-
ing for the ISPD contest results in no penalty for kernel implemen-
tations that span the entire height of the wafer – and thus, there is
no penalty for single-row implementations. In practice, we would

(a) Low wire lengths within each kernel,
high inter-kernel wire lengths

(b) High wire lengths within each kernel,
low inter-kernel wire lengths

Figure 4: The cost function used in the ISPD contest mixes
kernel delay and also inter-kernel wire length - but omits
consideration of wiring within each kernel. This results in
a heavy bias towards high aspect ratio kernel implementa-
tions. In practice, we would expect that better real-world
performance would come from larger numbers of rows, and
roughly square kernel implementations.

expect that more realistic performance modeling would push the
CU.POKer approach into a computational explosion; the authors
note that recursively determining row heights has this shortcoming.

The di�culty with performance using the ISPD metric is illus-
trated in Figure 4. One would anticipate better internal wiring for
each kernel in Figure 4(a). In both con�gurations, all connections
with nearest-neighbor adjacency, but a center-to-center inter-kernel
distance metric penalizes Figure 4(a) heavily. In terms of the ISPD
contest metrics, the arrangement with high aspect ratio kernels
spanning the entire height of the chip are scored much more favor-
ably.

Our approach employs an initial topological ording similar to
CU.POKer, but applies dynamic programming to perform kernel se-
lection and mapping. This allows us to easily support more complex
performance models, and to implement mappings with multiple
rows while avoiding a computational explosion. Key steps are as
follows.

• The kernel graph is traversed from inputs to outputs, in
breadth-�rst order. The order in which kernels are encoun-
tered by this traversal is selected as the order in which to
place kernels across the processor.
• Potential kernel implementations are generated, through
brute-force exploration of di�erent ways in which paral-
lelism can be unrolled. A non-dominated subset of these
potential implementations are determined using Bentley’s
divide and conquer algorithm.
• Non-dominated horizontal sequential subsets of kernels are
determined with a dynamic programming algorithm – these
are optimal “strips” of kernels, from any kernel ki to kj .
• The strips are stacked into horizontal rows, again using
dynamic programming.
• By reversing the order of kernels on alternate strips, a ser-
pentine pattern is created, with low interconnection lengths.

• ISPD performance measurements 
does not penalize designs that 
implement kernels with high aspect 
ratios.

• Real-world considerations expected 
to favor designs that use large 
number of rows and roughly square 
kernel implementations.



Our Approach

• Key advantages:
• Support for more complex performance 

models
• Multi-row kernel mapping implementations 

without computational explosion.



Finding Kernel Variants

• CU.POKer uses numerical methods to find optimal kernel variations for a 
height target
• We use a simple brute-force method

• hundreds of thousands of variants
• Filtered with an efficient implementation of Bentley’s divide and conquer
• Look for the non-dominated kernel implementations

• Variant a with performance cube [ha, wa, ta] dominates variant b with 
performance cube [hb, wb, tb] if:
• Ha <= hb, AND
• Wa <= wb, AND
• Ta <= tb

• Variants are quickly reduced to thousands.



Establishing performance bounds

• By finding non-dominated 
kernels, we can establish lower 
bound on δT.
• Each potential delay can be 

correlated with area (#cores) 
needed to achieve it.



Dynamic Programming – Strips and Stacks

• Horizontal strips
• All variants of kernel i to i+1 are

found by brute force
• This list of kernels is then reduced 

to a non-dominated set
• Using dynamic programming, we

construct strips from kernel i to
kernel j

• Stacking vertically
• The entire cluster graph is kernel
k1 to kn
• Find the best stacking for kernel k1

to ki, and ki+1 to kn
• Recursive dynamic programming

approach, very similar to matrix
chain multiplication



Pruning the Solution Space

• Manage computational explosion, AND good solution quality.
• Multiple constraints:
• Kernel variants exceeding target speed (δT) are discarded.
• Kernels exceeding target area are also discarded.
• Wasted space is tracked while combining kernels

• If wasted space exceeds slack, we prune.



Results

• The ISPD contest objective function combined δT and interconnect length.  
CU.POKer won this contest
• Our approach produced smallest δT for all but 2 benchmarks (but has 

higher interconnect length)
• For all benchmarks:

• We are within few percentage points from optimal δT.
• We achieve almost complete utilization of all compute sources on CS-1.

• Scoring did not take into account kernel aspect ratios; roughly square 
layouts of kernels (with more rows) may be better in practice

• In the contest, our implementation had a bug; following the contest, the CU.POKer team helped 
us find and fix it. Many thanks to Prof. Evangeline Young, and her student Mr. Bentian Yang!
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Weighting �T CU.POKer Ours Ratio vs. CU.POKer Ratio
BM |k | |c | �T WL Bound �T WL Score �T WL Score �T WL Score Util. �t bnd
A 18 17 1 1 33152 34496 1314 35810 34496 1314 35810 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.972 1.041
B 34 33 1 1 62181 63504 2639.5 66143.5 64512 1913 66425 1.016 0.725 1.004 0.979 1.037
C 102 133 1 1 60270 64512 2408 66920 64512 4108 68620 1.000 1.706 1.025 0.927 1.070
D 54 69 1 1 32256 33713 2722 36435 33712 3588 37300 1.000 1.318 1.024 0.976 1.045
E 17 17 1 10 33152 39312 562 44932 34496 1314 47636 0.877 2.338 1.060 0.972 1.041
F 34 33 1 10 62181 65170 1489.5 80065 64512 1913 83642 0.990 1.284 1.045 0.980 1.037
G 102 133 1 10 60270 64512 2508.5 89597 64512 4108 105592 1.000 1.638 1.179 0.927 1.070
H 54 69 1 10 32256 39520 1104.5 50565 33712 3588 69592 0.853 3.249 1.376 0.976 1.045
I 27 26 1 4 46592 52136 617.5 54606 49280 1504 55296 0.945 2.436 1.013 0.978 1.058
J 81 105 1 4 45752 50274 2472.5 60164 49224 4361 66668 0.979 1.764 1.108 0.951 1.076
K 18 17 1 4 252 432 240 1392 252 423 1944 0.583 1.763 1.397 0.594 1.000
L 54 69 1 4 252 864 279 1980 252 867 3720 0.292 3.108 1.879 0.564 1.000
M 25 28 1 4 2156544 2211840 3610.5 2226282 2322432 3644 2337008 1.050 1.009 1.050 0.956 1.077
N 28 27 1 4 1020 1482 480.5 3404 1035 1490 6995 0.698 3.101 2.055 0.985 1.015
O 27 26 1 40 46592 52136 617.5 76836 49280 1504 109440 0.945 2.436 1.424 0.978 1.058
P 81 105 1 40 45752 57792 1101 101832 49224 4361 223664 0.852 3.961 2.196 0.951 1.076
Q 18 17 1 40 252 882 166 7522 252 423 17172 0.286 2.548 2.283 0.594 1.000
R 54 69 1 40 252 8064 259 18424 252 867 34932 0.031 3.347 1.896 0.564 1.000
S 25 28 1 400 2156544 2396300 1897.5 3155300 2322432 3644 3780032 0.969 1.920 1.198 0.956 1.077
T 28 27 1 40 1020 4102 208.5 12442 1035 1490 60635 0.252 7.146 4.873 0.985 1.015

Avg: 0.781 2.390 1.554 0.888 1.042
Table 1: Experimental results for the ISPD benchmarks; k and c denote the number of compute kernels and inter-kernel con-
nections. By considering all non-dominated kernel con�gurations, we can identify bounds for �t . Our approach produces low
delay solutions, but signi�cantly higher interconnect costs compared to CU.POKer. Restricting the placement to horizontal
rows still enables excellent wire lengths, only slightly higher delay than the theoretical bounds, and almost complete utiliza-
tion of all available processor cores.

Single Multiple CS-1 �T Max
BM CS-1 �T 1 2 3 4 �T Speedup
A 34496 10752 9072 8960 6652 10752 3.21
B 63504 15792 15876 16128 15435 16128 3.94
C 62720 16128 15680 15680 15435 16128 3.89
D 33516 9072 9702 9324 6504 9702 3.45
I 48216 13608 12096 12432 10045 13608 3.54
J 47628 12096 12096 12096 11340 12096 3.94

M 2228224 516096 681984 576576 342133 681984 3.27
Avg: 3.61

Table 2: ISPD benchmark graphs, divided acrossmultiple CS-
1 wafer scale engines, using a simple greedy approach. Sub-
stantial speed-up is possible in most cases.

propose the construction of high performance system as illustrated
in Figure 8.

As machine learning applications increase in importance, one
can envision a machine learning appliance – a computational unit
designed for neural-network style deep learning graphs, with dedi-
cated input and output ports. A single kernel graph could bemapped
to the smaller processor, and would be functional, but with modest
performance. To boost performance, a second processor could be
connected to the �rst, with the compute kernels split across the
devices. As the communication between kernels is limited, perfor-
mance would double, with only a slight increase in latency. With
standardized protocols for how tensors are transmitted, multiple

USB USB USBUSB

Machine Learning
Appliance

Machine Learning
Appliance

Machine Learning
Appliance

Figure 8: Because of the low connectivity and communica-
tions demands between kernels of machine learning appli-
cations, it would be practical to distribute the kernels across
a number of compute devices. Daisy-chaining together, us-
ing high speed point-to-point connections provides scalabil-
ity and expandability. Standardizing data formats would al-
low integration of devices from multiple vendors.

vendors could compete, with systems being built in a mix-and-
match fashion. Rather than discarding older systems, new hardware
can simply be added to an existing chain.

6.1 Multiple Accelerator Example
To evaluate the impact of chaining accelerators together, we ex-
perimented with dividing kernel graphs across four processors;
results are shown in Table 2, while we illustrate the mapping for
ISPD benchmark A in Figure 9. We used the kernel ordering from
a topological search, a simple greedy algorithm to assign kernels,
and then used our placement approach on the portion of the graph



Chaining Together Accelerators

• Because of low Rent parameter, there’s much less pressure for 
complete integration onto a single chip
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BM |k | |c | �T WL Bound �T WL Score �T WL Score �T WL Score Util. �t bnd
A 18 17 1 1 33152 34496 1314 35810 34496 1314 35810 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.972 1.041
B 34 33 1 1 62181 63504 2639.5 66143.5 64512 1913 66425 1.016 0.725 1.004 0.979 1.037
C 102 133 1 1 60270 64512 2408 66920 64512 4108 68620 1.000 1.706 1.025 0.927 1.070
D 54 69 1 1 32256 33713 2722 36435 33712 3588 37300 1.000 1.318 1.024 0.976 1.045
E 17 17 1 10 33152 39312 562 44932 34496 1314 47636 0.877 2.338 1.060 0.972 1.041
F 34 33 1 10 62181 65170 1489.5 80065 64512 1913 83642 0.990 1.284 1.045 0.980 1.037
G 102 133 1 10 60270 64512 2508.5 89597 64512 4108 105592 1.000 1.638 1.179 0.927 1.070
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J 81 105 1 4 45752 50274 2472.5 60164 49224 4361 66668 0.979 1.764 1.108 0.951 1.076
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T 28 27 1 40 1020 4102 208.5 12442 1035 1490 60635 0.252 7.146 4.873 0.985 1.015

Avg: 0.781 2.390 1.554 0.888 1.042
Table 1: Experimental results for the ISPD benchmarks; k and c denote the number of compute kernels and inter-kernel con-
nections. By considering all non-dominated kernel con�gurations, we can identify bounds for �t . Our approach produces low
delay solutions, but signi�cantly higher interconnect costs compared to CU.POKer. Restricting the placement to horizontal
rows still enables excellent wire lengths, only slightly higher delay than the theoretical bounds, and almost complete utiliza-
tion of all available processor cores.

Single Multiple CS-1 �T Max
BM CS-1 �T 1 2 3 4 �T Speedup
A 34496 10752 9072 8960 6652 10752 3.21
B 63504 15792 15876 16128 15435 16128 3.94
C 62720 16128 15680 15680 15435 16128 3.89
D 33516 9072 9702 9324 6504 9702 3.45
I 48216 13608 12096 12432 10045 13608 3.54
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Avg: 3.61

Table 2: ISPD benchmark graphs, divided acrossmultiple CS-
1 wafer scale engines, using a simple greedy approach. Sub-
stantial speed-up is possible in most cases.

propose the construction of high performance system as illustrated
in Figure 8.

As machine learning applications increase in importance, one
can envision a machine learning appliance – a computational unit
designed for neural-network style deep learning graphs, with dedi-
cated input and output ports. A single kernel graph could bemapped
to the smaller processor, and would be functional, but with modest
performance. To boost performance, a second processor could be
connected to the �rst, with the compute kernels split across the
devices. As the communication between kernels is limited, perfor-
mance would double, with only a slight increase in latency. With
standardized protocols for how tensors are transmitted, multiple
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Figure 8: Because of the low connectivity and communica-
tions demands between kernels of machine learning appli-
cations, it would be practical to distribute the kernels across
a number of compute devices. Daisy-chaining together, us-
ing high speed point-to-point connections provides scalabil-
ity and expandability. Standardizing data formats would al-
low integration of devices from multiple vendors.

vendors could compete, with systems being built in a mix-and-
match fashion. Rather than discarding older systems, new hardware
can simply be added to an existing chain.

6.1 Multiple Accelerator Example
To evaluate the impact of chaining accelerators together, we ex-
perimented with dividing kernel graphs across four processors;
results are shown in Table 2, while we illustrate the mapping for
ISPD benchmark A in Figure 9. We used the kernel ordering from
a topological search, a simple greedy algorithm to assign kernels,
and then used our placement approach on the portion of the graph



Multiple CS-1s for Further Acceleration
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propose the construction of high performance system as illustrated
in Figure 8.

As machine learning applications increase in importance, one
can envision a machine learning appliance – a computational unit
designed for neural-network style deep learning graphs, with dedi-
cated input and output ports. A single kernel graph could bemapped
to the smaller processor, and would be functional, but with modest
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Figure 8: Because of the low connectivity and communica-
tions demands between kernels of machine learning appli-
cations, it would be practical to distribute the kernels across
a number of compute devices. Daisy-chaining together, us-
ing high speed point-to-point connections provides scalabil-
ity and expandability. Standardizing data formats would al-
low integration of devices from multiple vendors.

vendors could compete, with systems being built in a mix-and-
match fashion. Rather than discarding older systems, new hardware
can simply be added to an existing chain.

6.1 Multiple Accelerator Example
To evaluate the impact of chaining accelerators together, we ex-
perimented with dividing kernel graphs across four processors;
results are shown in Table 2, while we illustrate the mapping for
ISPD benchmark A in Figure 9. We used the kernel ordering from
a topological search, a simple greedy algorithm to assign kernels,
and then used our placement approach on the portion of the graph
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Single WSE implementation: DeltaT=34496 First WSE: DeltaT=10752 Second WSE: DeltaT=9072 Third WSE: DeltaT=8960 Fourth WSE: DeltaT=6552

Daisy-chaining multiplle wafer scale engines together may be practical; tensors flow unidirectionally,
as a pipelined flow of information.  Communication between WSE units introduce latency, but with
buffering, may not impact overall throughput.

Figure 9: The placement of benchmark A, to a single wafer scale engine, and also a multi-processor implementation spanning
four wafer-scale engines. Given su�cient communications bandwidth, the multi-processor approach can give near linear
speedup on many benchmarks.

assigned to each processor. We ignore wire length (resulting in only
some of the benchmarks being considered). The benchmarks K, L,
Q, and R can be unrolled completely on a single CS-1, and are not
considered.

Speedup on four processors ranges from 3.21X to 3.94X, and is
3.61X on average. There are limits to how far this can go (splitting
a kernel across two processors would not be practical), but these
results are promising. Even with massive system such as the CS-1,
there is “more parallelism available.”

If one were to partition a large conventional circuit into two
subcomponents, the number of connections spanning the two com-
ponents is typically large, and there would also typically be bi-
directional data �ow. Rent parameters greater than 0.5 have been a
primary driver towards greater integration and system-on-a-chip
methodologies; the exceptionally low Rent parameters for deep
learning kernel graphs reduce the pressure to integrate.

7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have considered the problem of mapping a large
deep learning neural network onto a wafer-scale processor. The
Cerebras CS-1 is a leading edge supercomputer designed for neural
net workloads; for it to be viable, it is critical that the resources are
used e�ectively.

While the kernel mapping problem resembles classic �oor plan-
ning in some respects, there are key di�erences; the near-linear
structure of most kernel graphs makes a topology-driven approach
most e�ective.

We have presented an e�cient method to �nd all non-dominated
kernel variants, dynamic programming methods to size and place
the variants, as well as experiments that suggest further accellera-
tion is possible with multiple CS-1 systems. We have established
performance bounds for kernel graphs, and have shown that our ap-
proach is within a few percent of that bound. In most benchmarks,
almost all available processing cores can be utilized.

As part of our current work, we are exploring ways to capture
the internal wiring connectivity of kernels in the cost functions.
For the ISPD contest, kernel center-to-center lengths were tracked,
while internal connections were entirely ignored – it is likely that
con�gurations that are “best” for the contest are in fact poor quality
in practice. Kernel variants that are more “square” may perform
better. We are also exploring improved ways to map deep learning

kernel graphs to multiple, potentially heterogeneous, hardware
accelerators.
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Towards Sustainable Deep Learning 
Acceleration
• We could extend lifetime of accelerators
• Compared to conventional circuitry that quickly goes out of favor.

• Taking advantage of “clean cuts” in kernel graphs.
• Chaining multiple processors with interconnects.
• Map the kernels into the chain.

• Instead of discarding old technology, newer processors could be 
chained to the old.



Thank you!


